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From the Secreteriat

Mary of Nazareth
«a living hope» (1 Pet 1, 3)
Hope is a gift from the Triune God; it is BOTH strength and a struggle for the
believer. This was the subject of the Extraordinary International Mariological
Congress sponsored by the International Pontifical Marian Academy. The
Congress was celebrated in Seville, Spain (May 27 – May 30, 2014). It had
as its icon, the credible teacher of trustworthy hope (Jesus Christ) his Holy
Mother.[1]
From the desert of post-modernism and in a presentism without heaven
there is the dew of hope
From its very beginning the concept of hope has involved modernity. In the
words of Kant: “What can I know? What can I do? What can I legitimately
hope for?” Hope is crucially based on overcoming of despair. We looked
forward to this third millennium with so much hope and now more than ten
years after its arrival we is more and more see the dark side of its impact on
history. But we must not give up hope. In his Theology of Hope Jűrgen
Moltmann writes: “We are active to the extent that we hope. We hope to
the extent that our eyes are on future possibilities. We do what we believe
is possible […]. If we exclude the future, if nothing goes forward we can no
longer do anything. Unlike Kant I am speaking about action that is
stimulated by hope not as a moral obligation but as something we can
do. Action prompted by hope is free action; it is not something imposed

upon us, something we must
absolutely do. Hope is always vivid
expectation; it awakens all our
senses and moves us to take every
chance to achieve what we hope
for
whenever
and
wherever
possible. This distinguishes hope
from simple or patient waiting
[…].
Realism teaches us the
meaning of reality. Hope awakens
our sense of what is possible […]. It
is through hope that we join
reachable long-term and shortterm goals.” [2]
Mary is the fruit and servant of
Messianic hope
To understand the theological relevance of Mary as the woman of
hope we must start with the definition of hope found in the Catechism of the Catholic Church:
“Hope is the theological virtue by
which we desire the kingdom of
heaven and eternal life as our
happiness, placing our trust in
Christ's promises and relying not on
our own strength, but on the help
of the grace of the Holy
Spirit.” (Catechism of the Catholic
Church, 1817). Mary of Nazareth
was constantly filled with the
Spirit. From the very beginning of
her story she shows her ability to
“understand” God as he explains
himself through saving dialogue. She can do this because she
shares the deep and genuine
theological
spirituality
of
the
anawim of the Kingdom (Cf. Lumen
Gentium 55). She proves this when
she pronounces her free and
conscious fiat (Cf. Lk 1,38) and
recites the Magnificat (Cf. Lk 1, 4655). These declarations are made
precious by her dogged determination to affirm her service to the
Saving Lord (Cf. Lk 1, 38.48). She
was evangelized by the words,
persons and events that were corollaries of the mystery of the
Incarnation of God’s Son (Cf. Lk 2,
8-19; 2, 25-38; 2, 41-51; Mt 1, 18-24;
2, 9-11). Faith permeates hope,
enflames charity, sharpens understanding and strengthens the will to
discipleship in the times of trouble
and crisis experienced by the “Full
of Grace” (Cf. Mk 3, 31; Lk 2,
50). Progressively she became the
Servant of the Lord and the
Woman of the New Covenant. She
became – in a singular fashion –
one of those who obey Christ (Cf.
Heb 5,9) and for this reason she was
justified
and
saved
by
her
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faith. She became the model of the
spirituality of faith as the fruit of the
agape-like love instilled in the believer
by the Spirit of the Father and the
Son.[3] To follow Jesus faithfully and
humbly involves – especially for his
mother – following the path of
purification of hope. Through Christ’s
example of humiliation and selfabasement (Cf. Phil 2, 5-11) hope
must cease being just a human aspiration and become a theological
virtue
designed
to
build
and
strengthen the Kingdom (Catechism
1818). Mary experienced the culmination of this purification, deep and
authentic
“Christological
inculturation,” the conformity with Christ (Cf.
Gal 2,20) in the drama of the Cross,
“where she stood, (Cf. John 19,25) in
keeping with the divine plan, grieving
exceedingly with her only begotten
Son, uniting herself with a maternal
heart with His sacrifice, and lovingly
consenting to the immolation of this
Victim which she herself had brought
forth.” (Lumen Gentium 58). For
followers of Jesus of Nazareth Mary is
the credible and imitable disciple of
the Word that gives hope and
saves.[4] This concept can be found in
the teaching of John Paul II and
Benedict XVI. In a time of global and
globalizing crisis it has an impact on
the faith of believer and therefore
requires a genuine re-education.[5]
For Pope Francis Mary is the vessel of
Christian Hope
In his Apostolic Exhortation, Evangelii
Gaudium (September 24, 2013) [EG]
the Pope considers the many needs
and problems of our time that cry out
for wise and genuine charity and
urges believers to become “living
sources of water from which others
can drink.” (EG 86). Speaking of the
vessels of living water giving meaning
and hope to our existence calls to the
mind a specific event: the wedding
feast at Cana in Galilee (Cf. John 2, 112). The wine vessels were empty and
this could have ruined the wedding
feast but then the situation changes
thanks to the dynamic relationship
between Mary the Mother and Jesus
the Son. It is a relationship in which
faith and hope play a major role. It is
at the heart of the church’s experience. It is a relationship that transforms the vessels from useless objects
into a sign of joy from God; the vessels
become instruments of authentic
evangelization.
Mary is therefore fully, personally and

in so many ways involved in the joy of
evangelization. She is totally committed and needs motivated and
determined co-workers. We are
reminded that faith is a personal
“yes” to God, a “yes” pronounced
with great seriousness and determination. The proof of its authenticity is
found in our encounter with our
neighbor; and in a time of globalization in our ability to make our
world, our panic-stricken cities, our
anonymous and inhumane neighborhoods livable – our ability to revive a
diminishing hope. Reviving hope
recalls the paradigmatic Gospel
episode of Jesus and the Samaritan
woman at Jacob’s well (Cf. John 4,
5-30).
Christ presents and offers
himself as the water of eternal life
that will quench all historical and
meta-historical thirst. Like the woman
at Jacob’s well we are sometimes
unsure, disenchanted or indifferent in
the secular city; we must know how
to ask Jesus “give me this water!” (Cf.
John 4, 15).
Jesus’ Mother is fully aware of the
superabundant mystery of love that
shines forth from the person and
evangelical, messianic work of her
son. With confidence and perseverance she daily absorbed the water
of
truth,
mercy
and
divine
companionship from Jesus. It infused
her personal experience as a
believer and her service and witness
to the Kingdom. Pope Francis is
convinced that in the “new evangelization” of people and culture the
Church everywhere must treasure
and imitate the Marian style of discipleship, service and witness which
flows from bold and active faith into
charity.
The life of a disciple of Christ has two
dimensions: the historical and the
eschatological
and
these
two
dimensions are joined. The future
flows from the present and becomes
its horizon. At the same time the
present is enlightened by the
future. These two dimensions are
joined but are not the same. A
commitment to prove and reveal the
eschatological
promise
in
the
present continually reminds us of the
transcendent
reality
of
the
eschaton. It is beyond history and
more than history. It is the pure gift of
agape-like love from the Trinitarian
God of Christ. The Christian is the
man of hope (Cf. 1 Thess 4,13; Eph 2,
12). The Christian is freed from the
short-sightedness of merely earthly
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optimism and certainty (this is why cultural and practical
presentism is foolish!). We must never forget that we are
“foreigners and strangers” on this earth (Cf. 1 Pet 2,
11). We are continually striving – in nomine Domini – to
achieve fulfillment. As Pope Francis has it in his
exhortation Evangelii Gaudium, the believer, the person of
hope, is also the person of joy (Cf. Rom 12,12). He knows
how to take stock of and understand reality with its
contradictions and obscurity. He sees beyond the present
and beyond death. He possesses unflinching courage; he
is certain of the future of God (Cf. Rom 8,18) the God of
our unflagging hope.
Mary of Nazareth is the mother and servant of the
concrete “Person and Principle of Hope” who is
Christ. She is the champion of all those who yearn for and
achieve the culture and practice of encounter with the
love of God and neighbor,[6] she enables us to
understand and live diversity with results.[7] With her as our
mentor it is wise to cultivate and promote an
education that leads to serious and persevering embrace
of the good life of the Gospel. This is especially the case
with younger people for they are the future. Mary
constantly brings us back to this mystery, the salvation
event of which she is the primary beneficiary. Besides
being the most excellent fruit of the redemption (Cf.
Sacrosanctum Concilium 103) she is also the concrete
and permanent result of Christ’s resurrection. Her
glorification / conformity to the Lord (Cf. Lumen Gentium
59) is in the words of John Paul II a perpetual provocation
“a ceaseless challenge” (Cf. Redemptoris Mater 52) for
believers of all times. This is especially true in our own time
when so many are uncertain, doubtful and even skeptical
about Christ’s resurrection and our own. Mary is the
Servant of the Lord, the first believer in the New Covenant,
a member and icon of the Church of the disciples, now
gloriously assumed into heaven, she is rightly and fittingly
the eschatological image (icon) of the Church.[8] Since
she took part fully in the incarnation, passion and death of
Jesus she now shares in the glory of his resurrection. Our
Lady the believer is she who in history was “full of grace”
and now in eternity is “full of glory.” At the parousia that
glory will be a “permanent shelter” for mankind and the
world.[9] This is the vocation of humankind and of the
whole
of
creation.
This
cosmic
and
human
vocation/destination is better described in poetry than in
theological discourse. Angelo Silesio (+1677) writes
incisively: “Devo essere Maria e da me far nascere Dio/
perché egli mi conceda la beatitudine eterna.” [I must be
Mary and have God be born of me/ so that he might
grant me eternal happiness.]
In the new Marian Document from the Servite General
Chapter (December 25, 2013) Be it done unto me
according to thy word (Lk 1, 38). Servites and Mary, the
image of one who lives listening and witnessing to the
Word, we find: “The words of the Old Covenant, never
revoked, are valid for us now: ‘I have set before you life
and death, the blessing and the curse. Choose life, then,
that you and your descendants may live by loving the
Lord, your God, heeding his voice and holding fast to
him. For that will mean life for you a long life for you.’
(Deut 30, 19-20). To make the right choice one must know
the essential pre-condition laid down by Jesus: ‘Take care,
then, how you hear.’ (Lk 8, 18).
The Mother of the Lord offers herself to the Church and to
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us as one who has always taken care how she heard
and how she served. This was her life’s only treasure:
her heart was yours and consequently neither moth nor
decay could touch her (Cf. Mt 6, 19-21). We know that
creation is groaning in labor pains even now (Cf. Rom
8,22). We realize that we have the ability to free
creation from the slavery of corruption and bring it the
freedom of the sons of God (Cf. Rom 8, 21). This gives
us that hope and joy promised by Christ which no one
can take away from us. (Cf. John 6, 22).” [10] The
Mother of Jesus is the guarantee of the hope. It is
trusted, believed and preached by the Church in its
commitment to the “new evangelization” of culture
and mankind itself which sorely needs authentic and
not transitory hope! [11]
Salvatore M. Perrella, osm
President
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Women and Christianity Department

The many faces of Mary:
cinematic representations

The second encounter in our program - “The Many Faces of Mary: Cinematic Representations” - took place in
the Faculty Aula Magna on March 8, 2014. The Women and Christianity Department sponsors this program. After the
President, Professor Salvatore M. Perrella O.S.M., welcomed the assembly Giovanni Veronesi’s film was shown: Per
Amore Solo per Amore [For Love, For Love Alone]. Veronesi collaborated with Ugo Chiti in developing the story and
writing the script which was taken from the novel of the same name by Pasquale Festa Campanile. The novel was
awarded the Campiello prize in 1984. The film tells the story of Joseph, a carpenter, who is a cheerful dreamer and a
descendant of King David. He meets Mary by chance. She is much younger than him but with a strong, determined
and self-assured personality. He is smitten. Joseph cannot resist her charm and after several incidents he marries
her. He knows she is pregnant but has no idea who is responsible. He lets others believe that he is the father of the child
so he can have the permission of relatives and can celebrate a late marriage. The only motive for Joseph’s choice is his
love for Mary. He marries her for love and only love. Later he believes that her pregnancy involves a divine plan. He
tells his servant, Socrates, that God had a great deal of courage to choose him as part of this plan. Professor Cristina
Carnicella, lecturer in Communications Theology at the Marianum, introduced the film. Diego Abatantuono played
Joseph and a very young Penélope Cruz played the role of Mary. Professor Giuseppe Mazza from Edizioni San Paolo
commented on the technical aspects of the film and Professor Maria Grazia Fasoli, a teacher at the Marianum,
discussed the subject matter. There were several incongruities in the female and maternal aspects of the character of
Mary. The whole story is told from the perspective of Joseph and his discard of the androcentric and patriarchal
role. On May 8, 2014, the third and final film was shown: Io sono con te [I Am With You] directed by Guido Chiesa. This
film was made twenty years after Veronesi’s film. Mary is depicted against the background of Galilee two thousand
years ago. The film focuses on her relationship with her Son. Mary is a very young woman, little more than an
adolescent but she faces the birth, growth and upbringing of her Son with instinctive naturalness and clearheadedness. She is a new sort of woman and mother at odds with the social and religious conventions of her time. The
director sees this as foreshadowing her Son’s later life. This is a modern interpretation of Mary. At her side is Joseph who
supports her and avoids the patriarchal stereotype. Professor Cristina Carnicella introduced the film. Comments were
provided by Professor Marinella Perroni who teaches at Sant’Anselmo Pontifical Atheneum and the Marianum and
Doctor Piotr Dziubak, a director. Dziubak spoke on the technical aspects of the film: the choice of non-professional
actors; Chiesa’s script (he was assisted by his wife, Nicoletta Micheli and Filippo Kalomenidis); the locations – it was
filmed in Tunisia; the scenes, dissolves and flashbacks – Mary as an older woman, Mary as a child, Mary as a very young
wife and mother. Professor Perroni discussed the depiction of Mary’s femininity and motherhood; this brought up the
contemporary debate on these subjects. She bore in mind the Gospel accounts and how they corresponded (or did
not) with her interpretation. The usual discussion followed the presentation. At the end Professor Cettina Militello,
director of the department, thanked and bade farewell to all who attended. She then spoke about next year’s
program. There will be three encounters and the subject will be “The Many Faces of Mary in Contemporary Literature.”
Cettina Militello
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Don Tonino
Bello

Sings of Mary,
a woman of our times

The Diocese of Ugento-Santa Maria di Leuca, the Marianum
Pontifical Theological Faculty and the Theological Faculty of Apulia
organized a two-evening event (April 28-29, 2014) devoted to the
Marian thought of Don Tonino Bello. They enjoyed the support of the
Commune of Alessano and the Don Tonino Bello Foundation. Don
Tonino’s importance as a man, a priest and a bishop reaches far beyond
the Church in Italy. His cause for beatification is underway. The event
was held in Alessano, Don Tonino’s birthplace, and had as its

«Il capitolo VIII della
“Lumen gentium”:
fonte ispiratrice del
pensiero mariano di
mons. Antonio
Bello»

theme: Don Tonino Bello, cantore di Maria, donna dei nostril giorni [Don
Tonino Bello, He Sings of Mary, a Woman of Our Time.] Professors from our
Faculty took an active part in the event. Our President, Salvatore M.
Perrella, delivered a paper entitled Il Capitolo VIII della Lumen Gentium:
fonte ispiratrice del pensiero mariano di mons. Antonio Bello [Chapter VIII
of Lumen Gentium: Source and Inspiration of Msgr. Antonio Bello’s
Marian Thought.] Professor Cettina Militello spoke on Mons. Antonio Bello
visto con “occhi di donna” [Msgr Antonio Bello Seen Through the Eyes of
a Woman]. Professor Gian Matteo Roggio delivered a paper entitled
Maria donna dei nostril giorni. Per una mariologia popolare alla luce
degli scritti di mons. Antonio Bello [Mary, a Woman of Our Time. A
Popular Mariology in the Light of Msgr. Antonio Bello’s Writings.] A large
crowd attended the event: there were bishops, priests, seminarians,
theology students and lay people involved in all areas of the diocesan
apostolate. The memory and spirit of this great Southern Italian Bishop
emerged in all its aspects: theological, prophetical, poetic, inter-religious
and pastoral. Of special interest was his highly original Marian and
Mariological thought which is still of great relevance. The Acts of the
event will be published shortly.
Gian Matteo Roggio
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Mary and
icon of
hope:

The Seville Congress

Pur non rientrando nel numero e nel
novero ufficiale dei congressi
internazionali mariologico-mariani, i
tre giorni di studio e di preghiera ne
hanno seguito la rodata metodologia

The Pontifical International Marian Academy in
conjunction with the Archdiocese of Seville and the
Hermandad de la Macarena, organized an
extraordinary
International
Mariological-Marian
Congress (May 27 – 30, 2014). The Congress marked
the Año Jubilar Macarena 2013-2014 [Macarena
Jubilee Year 2013-2014]. The theme of the Congress
was Called to a Living Hope (1 Pet, 1,3). While not
considered one of
the official international
Mariological-Marian Congresses these three days of
study and prayer followed the time-honored
Congress schedule: the mornings were devoted to
papers and study groups (by language) and the
afternoons to study groups (by subject). Teachers
from the Marianum Pontifical Faculty were speakers
and took an active part in the proceedings. Our
President, Professor Salvatore M. Perrella delivered a
paper
entitled:
Nella
speranza
siamo
stati
salvati. Maria come icona escatologica della
speranza [In Hope We Have Been Saved. Mary, the
Eschatological Icon of Hope.] There were two Italian
language study groups. The first was devoted to the
study of Marian sanctuaries. Professor Gino Alberto
M. Faccioli, Director of the Santa Maria di Monte
Berico Higher Institute of Religious Studies (affiliate of
the Marianum Pontifical Theological Faculty) was the
moderator. The group focused on the relationship
between Marian sanctuaries, Christian hope and
inter-religious dialogue. The second group was
moderated by Professor Alberto Valentini and
managed
by
the
Associazione
Mariologica
Interdisciplinare Italiana [Interdisciplinary Italian
Mariological
Association].
It
discussed
the
relationship between theology, the apostolate, the
new evangelization, New Testament biblical data
and Mary as the icon of hope in today’s Church and
world.
Gian Matteo Roggio
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Publication/articles
PERRELLA SALVATORE M.
- L’apparato critico dello schema “De Beata” del 20 giugno 1962 della Commissione Teologica in vista del Vaticano II.
Alcune annotazioni, in Theotokos 22 (2014), pp. 113-162;
- Maria nel mistero di Cristo e della Chiesa.. La catechesi sulla Santissima Vergine Maria, in Andzej Dobrzynski (a cura di),
La forza e la bellezza della fede. Il “Credo” nelle catechesi del mercoledì di Giovanni Paolo II, Fondazione Giovanni
Paolo II. Centro Documentazione e Studio, Roma 2014, pp. 110-150 (in lingua polacca);
- «La ricerca mariologica dei Servi di Maria negli anni 1965-2013». Sintesi di un percorso, in Marianum 76 (2014), pp. 139198;
- «Avvenga per me secondo la tua Parola» (Lc 1,38). Iter e contenuti essenziali del nuovo documento mariano dei Servi
di Maria, in Riparazione Mariana 99 (2014), n. 2, pp. 4-7;
- La lettura fenomenologica dei Decreti di approvazione ecclesiastica delle apparizioni mariane di La Salette (1846) –
Lourdes (1858) – Fatima (1917), in Theotokos 22 (2014), pp. 153-160.
- Le icone teologiche contemporanee di Maria, oggi. Un percorso conoscitivo, in L. Borriello – L. Gaetani (a cura di), Per
una mariologia carmelitana, LEV. Città del Vaticano 2014, pp. 11-90.

From the Secreteriat

During the 2013-2014 school year we had the following matriculations and enrollments:
Three-year Institutional Theology
41 + 6 dell’Augustinianum
Two-year Licentiate Specialization
25
Cycle III: Preparing Doctoral Thesis
23
Mariology Course
38
Religious Studies Course
09
Servite History and Spirituality Course
14
______
Total Enrollment
150 + 6
Countries of Origin
Angola, 1; Argentina, 2; Belarus, 1; Belgium, 1; Bolivia, 1; Bosnia-Herzegovina, 1; Brazil, 3; Burkina Faso, 1; Cameroon, 2;
Chile, 1; Colombia, 5; Croatia, 1; Czech Republic, 1; Democratic Republic of the Congo, 2; Ecuador,
1; Germany, 2; Guatemala, 1; India, 11; Indonesia, 3; Italy, 45; Ivory Coast, 1; Lebanon, 3; Malta, 1; Mexico, 7;
Mozambique, 1; Nigeria, 5; Peru, 3; Philippines, 9; Poland, 6; Portugal, 3; Romania, 3; Rwanda, 1; Slovakia, 3; South
Africa, 3; Tanzania, 1; Togo, 1; Ukraine, 1; Uganda, 10; Viet Nam, 2.
Continents
Africa, 29; Asia, 28; Europe, 69; North America, 8; Oceania, 0; South America, 26.
Status
Religious
Priests
Lay People

107
21
22

Jurisdictions
Dioceses
Religious Orders

21
40

Servite Family
OSM + Congregazioni femminili: 44
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Qualification
Ordinary
Extraordinary
Guests
Auditors
Type of enrollment
Matriculated
Continuing enrollment

Diploma in Mariology
128
02
09
11

57
93

Students enrolled in institutes recognized by the Faculty
- The Marian Library/ International Marian Research
Institute (Dayton, Ohio, USA), affiliated to the
«Marianum»:
STL
STD

20
06

- Istituto Superiore di Scienze Religiose “Santa Maria di
Monte Berico” (Vicenza) affiliated to the «Marianum»:

Antonysamy Arockiasamy, osm
Arfuk Diego, pss
Bitetto Vittoria Maria, lca
Castañeda Franco Ignacio Gonzalo, sd
Estephan Rabih, omm
Fausti Loreana, lca
Gomes Charles Fernando, osm
Gómez Ruiz Francisco Armando, sd
Jaime Victor, osm
Kaboré Eulalie, smi
Kpatcha Hodabalo, sm
Macedo dos Santos Antonio, osm
Martínez Salas Alejandro, osm
Ravlić Miro, smm
Salgado José Enrique, sd
Ssemekalu Robert, osm
Tandara Nikola, smm
Yefon Hostensia, smi
Diploma in Religious Studies

- Two-year Specialization
- Theology Course
- Writing Master’s txhesis

29
40
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DIPLOMAS AWARDED

Annunziata Rosalia, lca
Ferrari Bernadette, lca
Flores Osorio Veronica, agcs
Monteiro Joacquina Filomena, sd
Robles Luca, lco

Doctorate in Theology with a specialization in Mariology
Diploma in Servite History and Spirituality
Published Doctoral Theses
GALLITELLI ANGELO, sd : Maria Madre di Dio: connessioni
storico dottrinali e messianico-soteriologiche prima e
dopo il Concilio Vaticano II. Il contributo delle 70
“Catechesi mariane” di Gioanni Paolo II (1995 – 1997),
2014, 350 p.

Enose Rajarathinam, osm
Jaime, Victor, osm
Ssemekalu Robert, osm
Gomes Charles Fernando, osm
Macedo dos Santos Antonio, osm

UMOH RAY-MARIA JACKSON, sd: The catholic Church in Uyo
Diocese (1905-2012), Nigeria and her relationship with
the Mother of Jesus, an icon of faith today. Faith and
inculturation, 2014, 122 p.
Appointments / Elections
SAUCEDO DAVID MARTÍNEZ, mnm: María y su itinerario
sapiencial. Mujer sabia de la Anunciación al Calvario.
Moderatore: prof. Luca M. Di Girolamo, osm.
Licentiate in Theology with a specialization in Mariology
ASAMAH CRISTOPHER OSHIOFA, omv: The use of the
Magnificat in some magisterial and theological texts:
towvard a socio.liberating African Mariology from a
Nigerian perspective. Moderatore: prof. Jean-Pierre
Sieme Lasoul, sd.

With a decree dated May 21, 2014, in conformity with
articles 9e, 11,b and 23 of the Statutes of the Istituto
Superiore di Scienze Religiose “Santa Maria di Monte
Berico” [“Santa Maria di Monte Berico” Higher Institute
of Religious Studies] an affiliate of the Marianum
Pontifical Theological Faculty, Fra Gottfried M. Wolff, the
Great Chancellor, has appointed Signor LUCA BARALDI
(a layman) and Sister CRISTINIA CARACCIOLO of the
Servite Sisters of Reparation [Riparatrici] “Extraordinary”
professors of the Institute. On March 27, the Faculty
Council approved the appointment.

Baccalaureate in Theology
Antonysamy Arockiasamy, osm
Chinnapparaj Augustine, osm
Enose Rajarathinam, osm
Gomes Charles Fernando, osm
Hernández Delia Hortencia, smac
Kpatcha Hodabalo, sm
Lourdusamy John Paul, osm
Macedo dos Santos Antonio, osm
Ruiu Andrea, msc
Ssemekalu Robert, osm
Trujillo Andrés Enrique, O.carm
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With a decree dated May 15, 2014, the Congregation
for Catholic Education confirmed Professor Salvatore M.
Perrella as President of the Marianum Theological
Faculty for a period of three years (2014-2017).
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In a meeting on June 27 the Faculty Council renewed
the Faculty staff for the same three-year period. The
results were as follows:
VICE PRESIDENT
Professor Paolo M. Zannini
PRESIDENTIAL BOARD COUNCILORS:
Professor Luca M. Di Girolamo
Professor Denis Sahayaraj M. Kulandaisamy
Professor Fabrizio M. Bosin
COURSE COORDINATORS
Cycle I: Professor Fabrizio M. Bosin
Cycle II-III: Professor Luca M. Di Girolamo
Two-year Mariology Diploma Course: Professor Denis
Sahayaraj Kulandaisamy
Two-year Servite History and Spirituality Course:
Professor Franco M. Azzalli
DIRECTOR OF THE MARIANUM REVIEW
AND THE FACULTY’S SERIES OF LEARNED STUDIES
Professor Silvano M. Maggiani
The Council examined the required documentation
and
approved
the
following
requests
for
promotion: Professor GINO ALBERTO M. FACCIOLI,
OSM, an Extraordinary Professor will now be an
Ordinary Professor; Signor GIOVANNI BATTISTA
SANDONÀ, a layman, a part-time Professor at the
Istituto Superiore di Scienze Religiose “Santa Maria di
Monte Berico” will now be full-time.

Cultural activity
On Saturday, March 8 and Thursday, May 8, 2014, the Woman and Christianity Department organized two seminars in
the Faculty Aula Magna on IL VOLTO DI MARIA: TRASPOSIZIONI CINEMATOGRAFICHE [The Face of Mary: Cinematic
Representations]. Two films were shown: Giovanni Veronesi’s Per amore solo per amore and Guido Chiesa’s Io sono
con te.

Gift to the library
On February 3, 2014, Signor Gian Paolo Bonani and his wife, Signora Serna Baldassare, donated to the library 2,500
volumes on the subject of Maria Lactans [Mary Nursing].

OCTOBER 6-9, 2015
XX INTERNATIONAL MARIOLOGICAL SYMPOSIUM
Maria e il sacro: forme, luoghi, contesti
[Mary and the Sacred: Forms, Places, Context]
October 9: An Academic Act to award the Fourteenth “René Laurentin Pro Ancilla Domini Prize.”
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Repetite
fontes

Once again this year as part of
the Servite History and Spirituality
Course (September 16-October
3) we held the customary afternoon study session we call
Repetite Fontes on September 20,
2014. This year the friars and priory of the Santissima Annunziata in
Florence were the center of
attention. The two speakers were
members of the ancient Florentine Community: Fra Lamberto M.
Crociani and Fra Emanuele M.
Cattarossi. The publications highlighted during our meeting were
also linked to the history of the
Florentine sanctuary. With a
good deal of emotion Fra Lamberto M. Crociani presented: Studi sulla Santissima Annunziata di
Firenze. In Memoria di fra Eugenio
M. Casalini, OSM [Studies on the
Santissima Annunziata in Florence. A Commemoration of Fra
Eugenio M. Casalini, OSM]. The
text emphasized the person and
decades long work of Fra Eugenio on the third anniversary of his

death. He contributed so much to
our appreciation of the history and
art of the principal sanctuary in Florence. Fra Emanuele M. Cattarossi
presented the catalogue of an exhibit: Pontormo e Rosso fiorentino.
Divergenti vie della “maniera” [Pontormo and Rosso Fiorentino. Differing
Aspects of Style]. He explains, masterfully, three frescoes found in the
Chiostrino dei Voti (atrium) at the
Santissima Annunziata: Andrea del
Sarto’s Viaggio dei magi [Journey of
the Magi] (Del Sarto was the mentor
of the two artists who were the focus
of the exhibit; Pontormo’s Visitazione
[Visitation] and Rosso Fiorentino’s
Assunzione della Vergine [Assumption
of the Virgin]. He pointed out the dependence of the latter two artists on
their teacher, Del Sarto, and how
they differ from one another. Along
with the students enrolled in the
course there was a large audience of
friars, sisters and friends of the
Marianum.
Franco M. Azzalli, osm

Inauguration of the 2014-2015 academic year
On October 22, 2014, the Marianum Pontifical
Theological Faculty officially opened the 2014-2015 Academic
Year. Those attending this event gathered in the chapel for
prayer and then moved on to the Faculty’s Aula
Magna. Professor Paolo M. Zannini, the Vice President, was
the moderator. He began by introducing Professor Salvatore
M. Perrella, the President, who greeted all present and noted
the honor of having Fra Gottfried M. Wolff, the Great
Chancellor, in attendance. This was the first time Fra Gottfried
had been present in his official capacity as Great Chancellor
at a Faculty event since his 2013 election as Prior General of
the Servite Order. The Great Chancellor responded to the
President’s greeting with a brief speech. He thanked Professor
Perrella for his service and his acceptance of a second term
as President of the Faculty. The 2013 General Chapter of the
Servite Order reaffirmed as a priority the Faculty’s existence, witness and work in the Order, the Church and the world
at large. It continues the life and mission of the Mother of the Lord, Mary of Nazareth. Fra Gottfried cited the
International Mariological Symposia, the Marian Bibliography, the Faculty Library and the Faculty’s collaboration in
preparing the document, Avvenga per me secondo la tua Parola [Be It Done Unto Me According to Thy Word]. These
are all evidence of the Marianum’s significant and passionate participation in the life of the Order, the Church and
society.
In his annual report the President cited seven important events:
- The canonization / beatification of Popes John XXIII, John Paul II and Paul VI. These pontiffs led the Church through a
yet to be completed reformation. The major event of this reform was the Second Vatican Council which placed the
Church under the protection of the Mother of Jesus and (with the help of our Faculty) described her effective and
maternal presence in the Church. She forms us in an authentic Gospel spirit.
- Pope Francis’ Synod on the Family. His closing speech provided an “authentic interpretation “ of its proceedings – an
interpretation somewhat different from that offered by the media.
- The Year of Consecrated Life to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the Council Decree, Perfectae Caritatis. It is a
prophetic sign made concrete in the men and women who allow themselves to be led and taught by the Holy Spirit.
- Tragedy has befallen the Servite Order: the death of Fra Fiorenzo M. Gobbo who taught iconography at the Faculty
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from 1981 to 1999 and the death of Fra Michel M.
Sincerny, former Prior General. During his time as Great
Chancellor the Faculty produced the first (and still
relevant) Marian Document Fate quell che vi dirà [Do
What He Tells You].
- Two other departures of beloved members of the
Faculty: the tenth anniversary of Fra Ignazio M. Calabuig’s
death – who contributed so much to Church and Order
documents in the post-Council era – and the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the death of our former President, Salvatore
M. Meo.
- Other events of note: the renewal of our academic staff
in 2014; the renewal of the Faculty website and the
Marianum News; preparation for the Vatican Agency for
Quality Control (AVEPRO) visit as part of the Bologna
Process; the forthcoming International Mariological
Symposium (2015) which will be devoted to the theme of
Mary and the Sacred.
The Marianum is a place of “theological
friendship.” Hospitality and intellectual rigor are not
opposed to each other but mutually beneficial. We are
building a Marian Style that reflects our Servite Tradition
and what Pope Francis speaks about in paragraph 288 of
his Apostolic Exhortation, Evangelii Gaudium (2013).
The moderator then invited Doctor Emanuele
Albano, a Servite tertiary, to announce the creation of a
scholarship and its award. There was a brief pause for
refreshment followed by a musical interlude: Maestro
Alberto Mina (violin) and Maestro Paolo Vivaldi (electronic
keyboard) performed music from Williams and
Vivaldi. This was followed by a paper delivered
by Professor Giovanni Cereti: In cammino verso l’unità
dei Cristiani: a 50 anni dal Concilio Vaticano II [The
Journey to Christian Unity Fifty Years After Vatican
II]. Professor Cereti began with Pope Francis’ Evangelii
Gaudium and claimed that time was superior to space
because it was structurally open to change and
progress. He then outlined the changes that have taken
place in the Catholic Church in the area of
ecumenism. The Second Vatican Council and the
declaration Unitatis Redintegratio represent both a point
of arrival and a point of departure. During and after the
Council there were several encounters between the
Catholic and Orthodox Churches (Paul VI and
Athenagoras) and the Anglican Communion. These were
not always exploited. There were fears within the Catholic
Church – fears on how the teachings of the Council were
received and interpreted. In spite of this, however, there
has been real change. The patience and courage that
come from the continuing Gospel reform of the Church
can produce a response to the Holy Spirit’s call to
Churches and Christian communities to become “one” so
that the world might believe. We should not be afraid of
far-reaching reform: a reform that involves a return to our
origins - an understanding of faith and the historical
evolution of church discipline. We must be able to
distinguish these two elements and appreciate their
importance.
Professor
Cereti’s
point
was
well
taken. Ecumenism is a delicate area that requires this kind
of passion, commitment and intellectual endeavor he
displayed. Fra Salvatore M. Perrella, the President, then
declared the 2014-2015 Academic Year officially open.
Gian Matteo Roggio, sm
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Faculty plenary
assembly
At 3:30 PM on the afternoon of November 13,
2014 the Faculty Plenary Assembly met. Present were
the teachers and those responsible for formation in the
Orders, Congregations and Church Movements who
are enrolled in the Marianum’s various academic cycles. The President presented an introductory report
which can be found on line at the Faculty’s website. Professor Pina Dal Core, FMA, the President of the
Auxilium Pontifical Theological Faculty, spoke about
the requirements of the Bologna Process for ecclesiastical academic institutions in the frame work of the
general reorganization of philosophy and theology
formation undertaken by the Conference of Rectors
and Presidents of Roman Ecclesiastical Faculties
(CRUPR). The reorganization is not just a response to
the need for rationalization it is also a result of the decrease in the number of students and the resulting closure of departments and faculties for lack of students. The decreasing number of students cannot be
ignored but it is not the only reason for reorganization. The Bologna Process promotes quality formation
in research, teaching and study. This requires an institutional strategy that creates a network of the best our
academic institutions have to offer.
Professor Dal Core lists certain essential elements
involved in our endeavor:
•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Greater collaboration among Roman Pontifical institutions to create competitive energy
and a network;
Elimination of repetition or duplication in the
First Cycle of studies – especially in institutions
with enrollment or financial problems;
Avoiding short-term fixes and promoting longterm plans;
Determination of who does what, when and
how;
Integration of institutions that embody the
charism of an Order or Religious Family and
that offer the same type of formation;
Need to make internal controls in each
institution effective and thus ensure the
genuine quality of formation;
Need to modernize the academic institutions
and take advantage of all contemporary
forms of communications;
Restructure inter-institutional collaboration
(especially for post-doctoral studies); collaboration must be stable, ongoing and flexible;
Inter-institutional courses that make jointdoctorates possible;
Need to proceed urgently but not in haste;
Currently the Congregation for Catholic
Education gives no indication that it supports
first-cycle studies only in “larger” structures.
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The following point came up in the debate that followed:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

As Great Chancellors the major superiors play a strategic role in the cultural policy of the families which sponsor
the academic institutions;
The down side of the Bologna Process: it multiplies bureaucratic structure and increases costs;
According to the Congregation’s current norms a specialization in Mariology seems to require an institutional
three-year course (Cycle I);
To conform to the Bologna Process who, how, when, where and in what way should a revision of each
institution’s statutes begin; how would this revision relate to the Apostolic Constitution Sapientia Christiana and
the norms already in force; these two problems must be considered: changing the model of administration
will change the organization of studies;
To conform to international standards AVEPRO must be both neutral and independent;
Given the current demographic of students in these academic institutions and the fact that they are largely
clerical it might be helpful to establish an updated form of the previous distinction between academic and
seminary courses in Cycle I;
In Italy theology is not publicly recognized as a branch of learning and consequently a degree from an
ecclesiastical academic institution is of no value;
It is important to distinguish between the Master’s degree (three-year degree) and post-doctoral courses;
We must not avoid but rather enbrace (with all its disadvantages) the method of teaching students who are not
European.

Professor Salvatore M. Perrella (the President) called the meeting to a close at 6:30 PM. He suggested we hold an
extraordinary assembly in which Marianum teachers and student representatives could discuss how theology is taught
and studied in our Faculty.
Gian Matteo Roggio, sm

Historical-theological
study convention

In collaboration with the Pontifical Theological Faculty
of Southern Italy and the Marianum Pontifical
Theological Faculty the Archdiocese of Matera-Irsina
organized an Historical-Theological Study Convention
to be held in the “City of Rocks”[Matera] November
20-22, 2014. It marked the sixtieth anniversary of the
proclamation of Matera as Civitas Mariae and the
designation of Matera as the European Capital of
Culture in 2019. The convention hosted qualified
experts and speakers and enjoyed the fruitful
cooperation of Church and State institutions as well as
the world of culture. Professor Salvatore M. Perrella,
President, and Professors Cettina Militello and Gian
Matteo Roggio represented the Marianum Pontifical
Theological Faculty. The President delivered a paper
entitled: Protologia e escatologia: Maria tra inizio e
compimento [Protology and Eschatology: Mary
Between Beginning and Fulfillment]. Professor Militello
spoke on Madre amantissima e Madre della Chiesa
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[Most Loving Mother and Mother of the Church]. Professor
Roggio’s subject was Lumen Gentium 52-54. L’intentio
concilii [Lumen Gentium 52-54. The Council’s Intention].
As is evident from the titles and subjects the papers were
devoted to a study and discussion of important themes in
Chapter VIII of the Council document Lumen Gentium. They covered sensitive but important areas of Mariology: dogmatic theology; textual hermeneutics; the meaning of via pulchritudinis; ecclesiology; the convergence
of sensus fidelium and anthro-pological / cultural dynamics; theological linguistics - spe-cifically cognitive, pragmatic and social elements; femini-nity in the Church and
society at large. The Acts will be published shortly.

Gian Matteo Moggio, sm
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Pope Francis
award to the
italian
interdisciplinary
mariological
association a.m.i.

On November 20, 2014 at 4:45 PM the Associazione Mariologica
Interdisciplinare Italiana [Italian Interdisciplinary Mariological Association]
A.M.I held an awards ceremony and presented a Papal Medal to the
Mexico City Marian Center which is affiliated to our Faculty. The
ceremony took place in the Aula Magna of the Palazzo San Pio Decimo.
Several dignitaries were present: the Secretary of State, Cardinal Pietro
Parolin, the President of the Pontifical Council of Culture, Cardinal
Gianfranco Ravasi, the President and professors of our Faculty as well as
diplomats and ambassadors.
The session was entitled Maria icona dell’infinita bellezza di Dio [Mary
Icon of the Infinite Beauty of God]. The ceremony assumed a certain
solemnity when a film of Blessed Pope Paul VI’s closing address to the
Second Vatican Council (December 8, 1965) was shown. The session was
moderated by Msgr. P. Jacobone and began with a greeting from
Cardinal Ravasi. The Secretary of State then read a message from Pope
Francis.
This was followed by brief but incisive words from the
participants. The President of A.M.I., Professor Salvatore M. Perrella
accepted the award. The President of our Faculty spoke about the work
and goals of the A.M.I. and hailed the always fruitful encounter of
scholars with the Mother of the Lord.
After the film Father Corrado Maggioni, a Company of Mary priest who
teaches liturgy at our Faculty and who was recently appointed
undersecretary of the Congregation of Divine Worship and the
Sacraments delivered a paper. It was entitled L’Esortazione apostolica
Marialis Cultus del beato Paulo VI: contesto, testo e insegnmento [The
Apostolic Exhortation Marialis Cultus of Blessed Paul VI: Context, Text and
Teaching]. Father Maggioni emphasized the important aspects of Pope
Paul’s document and pointed out the impact this document had on the
subsequent Magisterium and liturgical books (e.g. the 1987 Collectio
Missarum de Beata Virgine Maria. He described the important role Father
Ignacio M. Calabuig, OSM played in creating Marialis Cultus.
Philosophers and Mariologists from all backgrounds attended the event in
great number.
Luca Di Girolamo
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Winners
of the 2014 prize
“Work of the nineteenth public
session of the Pontifical Academies
was introduced by Cardinal Gianfranco Ravasi, President of the Pontifical Council for Culture and the
Council for Coordinating Pontifical
Academies. He was followed by
Cardinal Pietro Parolin, the Secretary
of State, who read a message form
Pope Francis and presented the
Prize of the Pontifical Academies
which Pope awards young scholars,
artists or institutions that have distinguished themselves in promoting
Christian Humanism. This year – on
the eve of the fiftieth anniversary of
the proclamation of Mary as Mother
of the Church (November 21, 1964)
prize was awarded to the Italian
Interdisciplinary Mariological Association of which the Servite Professor
Salvatore M. Perrella is President. He
is also president of the Marianum
Pontifical Theological Faculty. The
award was given especially for the
review “Theotokos.” The Pontifical
Medal was conferred on the Centro
Mariano de Difusión Cultural of
Mexico City of the Servites of the
Mexican Province of Our Lady of
Guadalupe.
The director of the
Center is Fra José M. Hernández
Sánchez who accepted the medal
from the hands of Cardinal Pietro
Parolin.”
(L’Osservatore Romano,
November 21, 2014, p. 4).
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Woman and Christianity Department

Mary in contemporary
literature

On November 7, 2014, the Woman and Christianity Department began a series of encounters dedicated to
“Mary in Contemporary Literature.”
We began with the provocative aspects of Adriana Cavarero’s book: Inclinazioni. Critica della rettitudine
[Bending, a Critique of Uprightness] (Raffaello Cortina, Milan 2013). On the cover we read that the author is one of the
most authoritative philosophers in Italy. She inquires about the moral and political significance of the upright position
and suggests we should re-think subjectivity in terms of bending. There are two geometries and two ontological
constructions. In the classical figure of the upright man and the upright system of traditional philosophy an ego lies
hidden; it is closed in on itself, self-sufficient and self-referential. In the image of bending, the author avers, we see a self
that is altruistic, open and inclined to go out from its axis and lean on others.
There is an essay in the book, “Leonardo e l’inclinazione materna” [Leonardo and maternal bending] which
states: “The Virgin as the image of maternity is … a very eloquent example. Woman is called to express her “true”
nature – or if you will – her authentic inclination in the act of caring for her child. This is unequivocal and at the same
time paradoxical. As a virgo intacta Mary expresses the feminine as pure motherhood.” (p. 140) These provocative
statements are the reason we consider this work, Marian. Our meeting began at 3:30 PM with words of welcome from
our President, Professor Salvatore M. Perrella. The Director of our Department then introduced the women who would
give papers: Professor Maria Grazia Fasoli teaches in our Faculty; Doctor Rosetta Stella is a publicist and essayist;
Honorable Professor Albertina Soliani has been a Partito Democratico senator in various legislatures. Professor Fasoli
agreed with Cavarero and her so-called “sexual difference idea.” Cavarero believes that if an upright, vertical and
perpendicular posture is the masculine norm the opposite – bending, outgoing, meeting others is the relational feminine
posture. Beginning with infants bending represents the genuine relationship. The author sees this in the famous painting
by Leonardo that represents St. Ann, Our Lady and the Child. In the picture Mary’s posture is the image of motherhood
and opposed to the stereotype and norm. Rosetta Stella disagrees. She questions the view that the upright masculine
posture represents violence and destruction and is opposed to the bending feminine posture interpreted as “caring.”
Doctor Stella links the presence and posture of St. Ann, the child and the lamb to Pascoli’s fanciullino (inner child).
Stella objects to the emphasis on “caring” which reduces Mary’s example to simply “maternal.” Albertina Soliani sees
the matter from an entirely different perspective: political. She believes that the contrast between upright and bending
leads to a short circuit. From one point of view politics is coexistence, democracy, flexibility (compromise) whose
properties are freedom, equality and peace; but from a different point of view politics is the ultimate vertical system.
This can cause problems for democracy because verticality can convey consent and success. It is easier to govern
with vertical structures. This is why many who may be inclined to be flexible will yet follow the leader with power.
Women too can do this; Margaret Thatcher is an example of this.
Bending does not necessarily confirm the status quo; it is a critique. Soliani then asked if it was possible to think
of or hypothesize another sort of feminine balance and uprightness. She believed there was and chose as an example
a woman who is famous for her non-violent resistance: Aung San Suu Kyi, who won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1991. She it
was who said: “The memory of violence is bitter and with bitterness nothing is built.” Soliani spoke of her friendship with
the Burmese woman whom she visited and whom she welcomed as a guest of the city in Parma. Their meeting was
political – but it was also an inter-cultural and inter-religious encounter. The discussion that followed was interesting in
spite of the sparse attendance. Our next meeting will be on the essay Ave Mary by Michela Murgia. It will take place
on March 7, 2015 and the author herself will be present.
Cettina Militello
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Death of
Card. Angelini

From the Secreteriat

The Faculty Council meeting of Thursday June 27, 2014 marked the official
end of the 2013-2014 Academic Year. The Presidential Council meeting of
Wednesday September 24, 2014 marked the beginning of the new 20142015 Academic Year.
Academic Councils’ Activity, September to December 2014
In the final months of 2014 the Councils made the following decisions and
posted them in the minutes to be found on the Faculty
website: www.marianum.it :
• The following appointments for the three years from 2014 to 2017 were
made to the Faculty:

Cardinal Fiorenzo Angelini (19262014) went to his reward on the
feast of the Presentation of Our
Lady, November 21, 2014. He was
the Emeritus President of the
Pontifical Council of Health Care
Workers. Pope Francis wrote: “I
think with affection of this dear
and respected Pastor whose long
and intense apostolate edified the
Church of Rome, Italy and the
world at large.
He began in
Catholic Action and then with
praiseworthy apostolic zeal he
worked in the hospitals and clinics
of Rome.” He was very young
when he was made a bishop by
Pope Pius XII. Many years later he
was created a cardinal by St. John
Paul II.
He was awarded a
doctorate in theology with a
specialization in Mariology at the
Marianum Pontifical Theological
Faculty. His thesis was entitled:
Maria
“salus
infirmorum”
nel
mistero e nella storia della salvezza
[Mary, Health of the Sick, in the
Mystery and History of Salvation]. It
was published by Edizioni Orizzonte
Medico, Rome 1970. The Cardinal
wrote the article on Infermi [the
Sick] in the Nuovo Dizionario di
Mariologia edited by Stefano De
Fiores and Salvatore Meo, Edizioni
Paoline 1985, pp. 708-715.
Salvatore M. Perrella, osm
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Administrative Councilors (Statutes, 69)
At the suggestion of the Administrator, Father Piergiorgio M. Mazzoleni, the
following Councilors were confirmed: Doctor Antonio Mazzella and the
librarian, Father Silvano M. Danieli; newly elected was Fra Moreno M.
Versolato, treasurer of the Formation Community.
Members of the Editorial Committee for the Marianum Review (Statutes, 11)
At the suggestion of the editor, Professor Silvano M. Maggiani, the following
individuals were unanimously confirmed: Professors F. Bosin, L. Di Girolamo,
A. Serra, D.S. Kulandaisamy, R.A. Pérez, S. Perrella, P. Zannini, and Doctor A.
Mazzella as Secretary.
Chairman of the Woman and Christianity Department (Regulations, 4)
Confirmed in office: Professor Cettina Militello.
Presidential Council Delegate for the Woman and Christianity Department
(Regulations 4c): Confirmed Professor F. Bosin.
Faculty Delegate for the International Marian Research Institute (IMRI) in
Dayton, Ohio, USA
Confirmed Professor S. Maggiani, assisted by Professor P. Zannini
Faculty Delegate for ISSR “Santa Maria di Monte Berico” (Vicenza)
Confirmed Professor S. Perrella
Faculty Councilor at the Association of Former Students and Friends of the
Marianum (Association Statutes, 3).
Elected Professor S. Maggiani.
• Approval of the Ratio for the XX International Mariological Symposium:
Mary and the Sacred: Form, Places, Contexts and designation of the twelve
papers to be delivered;
• Choice of a candidate for the Fourteenth Award of the René Laurentin
Prize – Pro Ancilla Domini.
Plenary Assembly
On Thursday, November 13, 2014, the annual Plenary Assembly of the
Faculty prescribed by the Statutes was held. Taking part were teachers of
every order and grade, officers and those responsible for the groups
enrolled in Faculty courses.
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After the President’s report Professor Pina Del Core,
President of Auxilium Pontifical Faculty for Education
delivered a paper entitled Progetto di collaborazione e
di razionalizzazione delle Istituzioni Universitarie
Pontificie in Roma [Plan for Collaboration and
Rationalization of the Pontifical University Institutions in
Rome].

STEIDL EVA MARIA, SHL
L’unione dei Cuori. L’elemento mariano nelle Costituzioni
dell’Associazione cattolica dei Duo Cuori d’Amore (Gesù e
Maria) – Suore dei Cuori d’Amore. Moderator: Professor
Salvatore M. Perrella, OSM.

Representatives elected to the Academic Councils for
2014 - 2015.
“Ad Annum” Teachers

ALVARADO ALBIN, FMM
“He aqui la Sierva del Señor, hágase mi según tu Palabra”
Actitud permanente de adhesión a la voluntad divina.
Análisis biblico-teológico de Lc 1, 38. Moderator: Professor.
Ricardo Antonio M. Pérez Márquez.

• Professor CETTINA MILITELLO, Presidential Council
• Professor GIAN MATTEO ROGGIO, Faculty Council
Students from the I-II-III Cycles
• Fra ROBERT M. SEMAKALU, OSM, II Cycle student,
Presidential Council
• Fra EMANUELE M. ERCOLI, OSM, I Cycle student,
Faculty Council

Licentiate in Theology with a Specialization in Mariology

CERQUEIRA AFONDO DANIEL, LCO
La presenza di Maria presso la Croce nel pensiero di Hans
Urs von Balthasar. Moderator: Professor Luca M. Di
Girolamo, OSM.

Other Appointments

DIN TUAN VIET, O.CARM
Influence of Chapter VIII of “Lumen Gentium” on the
Official Documents of the Carmelite Order Until the Year
2000. Moderator: Professor Giovanni Grosso, O.Carm.

- With a decree dated October 4, 2014 (Protocol
891/2009) the Congregation for Catholic Education
confirmed as director of IMRI in Dayton ad alterum
quinquennium, Professor François Rossier, SM.

FUENTES ROGELIO, SD
An Examination of the Historical Development and the
Theological Controversy of the Proposed Fifth Marian
Dogma. Moderator: Professor. Gian Matteo Roggio, SM.

- On Thursday, November 6, 2014, the Osservatore
Romano announced that the Holy Father, Pope
Francis, has appointed the Reverend Professor Father
Corrado Maggioni, SMM, Undersecretary of the
Congregation for Divine Worship and the Discipline of
the Sacraments. Until now he had been the Office
Head of the same Congregation. He teaches Marian
Liturgy at the Marianum.

GRECH SAMUEL, SD
Il santuario della Madonna di Ta’ Pinu a Gozo (Malta).
Moderator: Professor Salvatore M. Perrella, OSM.

Diplomas awarded in the 2014 Autumn Session
Doctorate in Theology
with a Specialization in Mariology
Published Theses
GIL BOGUSLAW JANUSZ, MIC
Immacolata e Assunta nell’evento e nella prospettiva
del ‘dono’.
Dimensione culturale e teologica.
Moderator: Professor Salvatore M. Perrella, OSM

SCORRANO FRANCESCO, OSM
La Madre del Redentore in alcuni Angelus di Giovanni
Paolo II per l’Anno della Redenzione (1983-1984) e l’Anno
mariani (1987-1988). Moderator: Professor Salvatore M.
Perrella, OSM.
Baccalaureate in Theology
Grisolía Hernán, OSM
Jano Marselinus, OSM
Paternina Ferrer Andres, O.Carm
De Andrade Candido, SD
Diploma in Mariology
Felici Giovanni, SD
Jano Marselinus, OSM
Leopoldo Stefano, layman

Theses defended but not yet published
CATTONI ROSALBA, LCA
Fecondità di un titolo per l’oggi. Un contributo al
dialogo ecumenico con l’ortodossia e al confronto con
l’occidente. Moderator: Professor Luca M. Di Girolamo,
OSM.

Diploma di Storia e spiritualità Osm
Anaele Chukwuma Philip, osm
Jano Marselinus, osm
Kisomose Maurice, osm

JAGANATHAN ARPUTHAM, OSM:
Maria sedes Sapientiae Marian Devotion: a Vital Means
for Evangelization in the Pluralistic Religious Context of
Tamil Nadu. Moderator: Professor Denis Sahayaraj M.
Kulandaisamy, OSM.
LOTOTSKYJ JOURII, OSMB
L’immagine della Madre di Dio nei discorsi omiletici di
Sergej Bulgakov (La gioia ecclesiale) e altre omelie.
Moderator: Professor Paolo M. Zannini, OSM.
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New Marianum website
and new editorial policy of Marianum News
At the beginning of the new Academic Year, 2014-2015, Fra Edson M. Choque of the Servite Community in
Follina completely renovated the Faculty’s website. It is now far more dynamic and transparent. At the same time Fra
Edson was made responsible for Marianum-Notizie News which will appear in a new format. This appointment was
made by the President and the Presidential Council with the approval of the Great Chancellor (the Servite Prior
General). This editorial work had previously been the responsibility of Fra Piergiorgio Mazzoleni and Fra Enrico
Casini. Marianum-Notizie News will remain on line.

New website for the Italian Interdisciplinary
Mariological Association – A.M.I.
Professor Salvatore M. Perrella, Pesident of AMI, has appointed Professor Clara Aiosa as responsible for the
Association website which has been completely re-done. The new URL is: www.amiroma.it

Publication/articles
Marianum Review 76 (2014) 548 pp.
- PERRELLA SALVATORE M.,
«La ricerca mariologica dei Servi di Maria negli anni 1965-2013». Sintesi di un percorso, in Marianum 76 (2014), pp. 139198.
Maria, icona della vita consacrata nel contesto dei nostri giorni. Alcune riflessioni per l’Anno della Vita Consacrata, in
Theotokos 22 (2014), pp. 239-276.
- FASOLI MARIA GRAZIA,
Maria nella letteratura del novecento. Un percorso esemplare di mariologia poetica, in Marianum 76 (2014), pp. 95-137.
- DE FIORES STEFANO († 2012),
«Chiamati ad essere santi e immacolati nell’amore». Nel decimo anniversario della Lettera del Priore Generale OSM per
il 150° anniversario della proclamazione del Dogma dell’Immacolata Concezione (2004), in Marianum 76 (2014), pp.
215-238.
- BRUNI GIANCARLO,
Maria: chiave di lettura dell’unità, della Grazia e della Scrittura, in Marianum 76 (2014), pp. 377-389.
- DI GIROLAMO LUCA M.,
La predicazione mariana nei secoli XVI-XVII, in Theotokos 22 (2014), pp. 51-115.
- MAGGIONI CORRADO,
Liturgia e pietà mariana dei secoli XVI e XVII, in Theotokos 22 (2014), pp. 165-186.
- FRANCIA VINCENZO,
Splendente luce del giorno. La raffigurazione di Maria nell’arte del Rinascimento e del Barocco, in Theotokos 22 (2014),
pp. 215-238.
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